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1. MAIN RESULT 
Consider the problem 
II, = Au”’ in LIP x (0, x ) (1.1) 
44 0) =./I-~) for x E R” (1.2) 
where rn is a real number in ( 1. co) and 
.fE L’w9, Oq”6M(M<x,). (1.3) 
We shall also assume that 
df 
.fECC’(Rd), c’,<o in R” (r = 1x1) (1.4) 
and that, for some c0 > 0, 
(7f”ar “o < 0 in R”\B,(O) for all ?cg E B,,,(O), (1.5) 
where r,. is the radial derivative with respect to the center y and B,(y) is 
the open ball with radius r and center y. Condition (1.4) means that f is 
star shaped, and (1.5) is a mild additional assumption for large 1x1. 
Denote the solution of ( l.l), (1.2) by u,. Caffarelli and Friedman [l] 
have recently proved 
THEOREM 1.1. As WI -+ CD, 
U,‘U, weakly star in L,&( W’ x (~1, p)) 
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for any O<a<fi< x, where 
u, =x0 +fxw”;n 
and Q is the noncoincidence set oj‘ the tvariational inequality 
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-Au>f- 1 \ 
U30 
(-Au-f+ l)u=O 1 
in IF. (1.7) 
In particular it follows that j‘< 1 in R”\Q. The profile of the limit U, is a 
mesa with the plateau having height 1 and the remaining surface coinciding 
with the initial surface u( ., 0) =j 
Since u,(x, 0) =.f(.x), it is clear that Theorem 1.1 cannot be extended to 
a = 0; similarly it does not to j3 = cc. The question arises as to the 
asymptotic behavior of u,(x, t) when t -+ 0 (or t + co) as m - cc. This 
question was studied by Elliott, Herrero, and Ockendon [2]; arguing in a 
formal way which involves asymptotic expansions, they derived a family of 
variational inequalities. We use the scaling 
t = 5”’ (1.8) 
which is suggested by the asymptotic behavior of the Barenblatt solution. 
Setting 
we prove 
I/&, z) := l&(x, t), 
THEOREM 1.2. AS m+ CC, 
un, -+ v weakly star in LzC(R”x (0, 
where, for a.e. T, 
V(., t) =; XR,r) +fXWd\R,r) 
x, )) (1.9) 
(1.10) 
and Q(z) is the noncoincidence set of the variational inequality 
-AW>f-l/r 
w30 in Rd. 
(-AW-.f+ l/r) W=O 
(1.11) 
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Our proof, given in the following two sections, is based on the method of 
Caffarelli and Friedman [l]. We conclude this section noting that instead 
of (1.8) one can use other scaling sequences t= $,,,(z) provided that 
wtswm -+ T as m + co. The choice T = 1 is a consequence of Theorem 
1.1. 
2. CONVERGENCE OF U, 
In this section we prove the first two assertions of Theorem 1.2. By 
assumption (1.3) on f, we have 0 < U, d M, and therefore any sequence 
m’ -+ cc has a subsequence m” for which 
u &-+ v weakly star in Lc=( Rd x (0, co)). (2.1) 
We will derive properties (l.lO), ( 1 .l 1) for the limit of a particular sequence 
m”. Since P’ is uniquely determined by these properties, it follows that the 
full sequence U, converges, i.e., that (1.9) holds. For simplicity we will 
write m instead of m” in the sequel. 
The proof of (1.10) is based on comparison arguments. In particular we 
make use of the Barenblatt solution (cf. [3, p. 6321) 
L l/(m I ) 
C 
, -k(m- 1) r2 1 
l/Cm 1) h,(-5 2) :=(Lt)k 2md (Lt)k’d + ’ 
where P = 1x1, k = (m - 1 +2/d) ~-l, and L is any positive constant. For 
R > 0 we set 
Then, as m -+ 03, 
1+0(l) 
B,(x, t) := b,Jx, t) =t’lm 
1 -(l +o(1))r2 iim 1 R2&,f1/df1ld ’ (2.2) + 
uniformly for 0 < CI < t < jl< co. In particular we see that 
if rc R, 
if r > R, 
asm+co. 
(2.3) 
PROPOSITION 2.1. V(x, T) < l/r. 
Proof. If f has compact support, say in a ball of radius <R, this follows 
from (2.2) and (2.3) by comparing u,(x, t) with B,(x, t + MP”) and sub- 
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stituting t = P. The general case is obtained by an approximation 
argument (cf. [ 1 I). 
We introduce the sets 
s := {(x, z): V(x, 5) < l/r}; 
S* := {(x, z) E S: S has Lebesgue density 1 at (x, T)}, 
(2.4) 
and note that meas(S\S*) = 0. To complete the proof of (1. lo), we have to 
show that, for (x,, rO) E S*, the inequality 
vx,, hJ) <$ for some B0 E (0, 1) (2.5) 
implies that V(x,, r,,) =f(x,). The first step is 
PROPOSITION 2.2. rf(2.5) holdsfor (x,, 7,)~ S*, thenfor any 8~(8~, 1) 
and 6 > 0 there exists m, such that 
Proof: Making the change of variables t = rm in (1.1) one sees that the 
functions U,,, satisfy the differential equation 
(U,,,)r=mf’p’AU,. (2.7) 
If assertion (2.6) were not true, then, for some 8 and 6, there exists a sub- 
sequence m’ of m such that 
Ud(X, am,) > w,, x E B,(x,). 
Denote by fl,,,, the solution of (2.7) for z B c,, with initial data (0/z,,) xeaCXO) 
at r=fr,,. By the maximum principle, 8 mz 6 0/z,. Therefore, for any test 
function cp and for any r E [rO, r0 + E], 
r Ix s I mltm’ - 1 &,.(x, T) Ap(x) dx dz Urn’ Rd 
= O((P’ - a::)( 8/rJq = O( [ ( 1 + &/Q) 01”‘) + 0 
as IYI’ -+ $ccJ provided (1 $- E/T”) 8 c 1. Hence. if + has compact support in 
B&o). 
By the maximum principle, U,, 3 a,,., and it follows that for nonnegative 
49 
which contradicts the assumption that 
Using the assumptions (1.4) and ( 1.5) on ,f; one can now strengthen the 
assertion of the proposition. We choose a sequence of approximationsS,. to 
f with 
which satisfy 
where 0 < 1;’ < c. Denote by U,,,,., V,: the functions U,, V corresponding to 
,f;,. Moreover, analogously to (2.4) we define the sets 
s, := {(x, 7): V,,(x,t)< l/r), 
S,* := ((x, T)E S, : S, has Lebesgue density 1 at (x, t)). 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Jf’ (x,, T~)E S,* and Ve(xO, zO) dBO/s, ,for some 
0” E (0, 1 ), then 
V,(x. 7) =.f;(.x), XEK,,,, Obzdr,, 
where K.,,, := {x0 + A(.~, - y): A>/ 0, y E BC.} is a cone with vertex ut x0. 
The proof of this Proposition is completely analogous to the 
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corresponding result in [ 11. In particular one derives from Proposition 2.2 
that for any 8 E (e,, 1) and small 6 (6 = o(E’)), 
Urn&(X, T1 =s oh, 9 .xEK,,,,O<T<T~, (2.8) 
for m 3 m,s and some xd E B,(x,). 
For the modified initial data ,f,, Proposition 2.3 completes the proof of 
( 1. IO), i.e., we have 
v,: = (l/T) Xn’(r) +f,xR~~‘R’lr)’ 
where Q,:(r) is the set Q(r) corresponding tof,,. Passing to the limit E -+ 0, 
we obtain the assertion forfas in [ 1, Theorem 4.21. 
3. THE ASSOCIATED VARIATIONAL INEQUALITY 
In this section we show that the set Q(t) is the noncoincidence set for the 
variational inequality (1.1 I ). Denote by T(x, .) the fundamental solution of 
-A with singularity at x, i.e., -Al-(.x, .) = 8,. 
THEOREM 3.1. The solution qf the cariational inequality (1.1 1) can he 
represented in the form 
W-G T) =I<, nx, Y)C.f’(Y) - NY, r)l 4. (3.1) 
Since I+’ depends on r, the proof requires a slight extension of the 
corresponding argument in [ 11. We define 
and consider the identities 
As in [l] we note that the set A,(r) := {x: V,(x, T) = l/t} is star shaped 
with respect to any center in B,. and, consequently, L?,~,:(T) is Lipschitz 
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continuous. Assume that (x,, r,,) E S: ?‘hen there exists a ball B,(q) c 
UF’\A,(r). Applying Proposition 2.3 at the point 2 := q, - (6’/2) x,/lx, 1, we 
note that, for sufficiently small 6, x0 E K.F,z and conclude from (2.8) that 
for some 0 < 1. Therefore, the absolute value of the right-hand side of (3.3) 
is bounded by 
which tends to zero as m -+ co. The left-hand side of (3.3) tends, as m + co, 
to 
Letting p -+ 0, it follows that 
w,=o on S,*. (3.4) 
Moreover, directly from (3.3) we see that WE 2 0 and from (3.2) that 
-AW,;=s,;- V,= 
in S,*, 
- l/r in Rd\S,*. (35) 
This shows that W, satisfies (1.10) with f replaced by f, and, letting E + 0, 
completes the proof of Theorem 3.1 (cf. [ 1 I). 
To complete the proof of Theorem 1.2 we show that, except for a set of 
measure 0, 
W(x, z) = 0 iff (x, r) E S*. 
Indeed, on ( W= 0) (3.1) implies 
0= -AW=f- V, 
i.e., ( W( ., z) = 0) c (f= V( ., r)). On the other hand, on the set where W is 
positive, 
-AW=f-l/r=f-V, 
which yields (W(.,~)>O)c(l/z= V(.,T)). 
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